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Abstract

The degree of dehydroxylation of kaolinite, DTG and DIR, respectively, is characterized by thermo-

gravimetric analysis (TG) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The relation between

DTG and DIR based on the infrared absorptions at 3600–3700, 915, 810, and 540 cm–1 is established.

Three regions can clearly be distinguished: the dehydroxylation region (DTG<0.9), the metakaolinite re-

gion (0.9<DTG<1) and the ‘spinel’ region (DTG=1). The effect of the degree of dehydroxylation of

kaolinite on the amount of reactive material is measured by the reaction enthalpy, ∆H, of the

low-temperature reaction of the dehydroxylated kaolinite with a potassium silicate solution using dif-

ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC). |∆H| increases almost linearly with DTG in the dehydroxylation

region. In the metakaolinite region, ∆H and thus the amount of reactive material, becomes constant.

|∆H| is sharply decreasing when metakaolinite transforms into other phases in the ‘spinel’ region. No

significant differences in the reactivity of the dehydroxylates is detected with DSC. According to FTIR,

the use of partially dehydroxylated kaolinite is not influencing the molecular structure of the

low-temperature synthesized aluminosilicates, but residual kaolinite is retrieved as an additive.

Keywords: differential scanning calorimetry, FTIR, inorganic polymer glasses, kaolinite, meta-
kaolinite, TG

Introduction

The calcination or dehydroxylation process of clays has been studied extensively (e.g.

[1–8]) in many cases for the direct use of the calcined clay as a material, or for the use of

the thermally treated clay as a reactant. In previous work, it was shown that the

low-temperature reaction between dehydroxylated kaolinite (Mk) and an aqueous silicate

solution resulted in an amorphous aluminosilicate termed low-temperature inorganic

polymer glass (LTIPG or IPG) with promising high-temperature and mechanical proper-

ties [9–11]. The degree of dehydroxylation of kaolinite, the resultant amount of reactive

material and its reactivity are thus important parameters in the production of LTIPG.
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The dehydroxylation of kaolinite has been studied qualitatively and to some extent

quantitatively by infrared spectroscopy (IR), infrared emission spectroscopy (IES) [8]

and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) [1, 2]. IR absorption bands related

to OH-vibrations, Al–O–H stretching bands in the region 3600–3700 cm–1 (denoted as

OH stretch) and the Al–O–H bending band at 915 with a shoulder at 938 cm–1 (denoted as

OH bend) gradually disappear during calcination and indicate a complete loss of OH

groups at a degree of dehydroxylation of ca 80% (measured by the mass loss of water) [3,

4, 8]. Other changes in the structure related to the dehydroxylation process can be ob-

served by IR too: the diminishing Al–O6 octahedron stretching at 540 cm–1 (denoted as

AlVI) and the growing AlIV–O stretching band at 810 cm–1 (denoted as AlIV) [3]. Due to the

disordering of the structure the absorption bands broaden, which is clearly seen by disap-

pearance of the fine-structure between 1000 and ca 1250 cm–1. A shoulder at about

1200 cm–1 appears in this region.

In this paper, the use of dehydroxylated kaolinite as a reactant will further be

studied.

The influence of the degree of dehydroxylation of kaolinite on this low-temperature

reaction and on the final molecular structure of the synthesized aluminosilicate will be in-

vestigated.

For being able to understand the influence of the dehydroxylation on the low-tem-

perature reaction, the structure of the dehydroxylated phase will be characterized via its

degree of dehydroxylation, measured and quantified by both by TG and FTIR.

The amount of reactive material in the thermally treated kaolinite will then be

determined by DSC via the reaction enthalpy of its low-temperature reaction with a

potassium silicate solution. These DSC experiments will also give an indication on

the reactivity of the different (partially) dehydroxylated kaolinites.

The effect of the degree of dehydroxylation of the clay on the structure of the

synthesized aluminosilicate will be studied by FTIR.

Materials and techniques

Materials

The kaolinite used in this work was a well crystallized kaolin (KGa-1) [12], which was

dehydroxylated in a preheated quartz crucible (the maximum height of the kaolinite bed

was 10 mm) placed in a tube furnace in air. Three different series of dehydroxylates were

prepared:

(1) samples heated for 3 h at calcination temperatures between 150 and 1040°C;

(2) samples heated at 500°C for calcination times between 5 and 4070 min;

(3) samples heated at 600°C for calcination times between 5 and 900 min.

The amount of reactive material in the dehydroxylates was measured via the re-

action with a potassium silicate solution, denoted as K-Sil, with composition in molar

ratios: SiO2/K2O=1.7; H2O/K2O=11.2.

DSC samples for the study of the low-temperature reaction were always freshly

mixed.
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LTIPG samples for structural analysis by FTIR were obtained by mixing the ap-

propriate amount of K-Sil and Mk, and curing this mixture in a closed mold at room

temperature for at least two days.

Techniques

Thermogravimetric Analysis

The thermobalance used was a Perkin Elmer TG 7. The purge gas was He. To deter-

mine the total or residual bound water content of the samples, the following tempera-

ture program was used: the sample was dried at 250°C for 3 h [13], then the tempera-

ture was raised (at 50°C min–1) to 1000°C for 4 h and subsequently lowered to 250°C.

Only the mass loss after drying was taken into account and baseline effects were min-

imized by comparing the masses at the same temperature (250°C). This procedure al-

lowed accuracies of ±0.02 mass %.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

IR spectra were obtained with a Perkin Elmer FTIR 1760 using KBr pellets (13 mm

pellets with ca 1 mg sample/200 mg KBr). KBr and sample were mixed and ground in

a ‘Wig-L-Bug’ for 3 min and dried overnight at 110°C before pressing the pellet.

For each spectrum, 100 scans with a resolution of 4 cm–1 were averaged.

Differential scanning calorimetry

DSC measurements were performed on a DSC 7 from Perkin Elmer. Reusable high

pressure stainless steel sample pans were used. Scans were performed between –60

and 300°C at 5°C min–1.

Results and discussion

Dehydroxylation process and degree of dehydroxylation

The degree of dehydroxylation is quantified by TG and FTIR for the (partially)

dehydroxylated kaolinites of series 1, 2, and 3, submitted to a different thermal treatment.

The residual mass loss measured with TG gives direct information on how much

‘water’ is retained in the partially dehydroxylated clay. The degree of dehydroxy-

lation DTG, obtained by TG, is calculated as: DTG=1–m/m0, where m and m0 is residual

and maximum mass loss respectively (the maximum mass loss for the kaolinite used

is 13.76 mass%).

Molecular structural changes during dehydroxylation are examined with FTIR.

The areas of the following peaks (or groups of peaks) are calculated: 3700–3600, 915

(shoulder included), 810, and 540 cm–1. The peak areas are normalized against a ref-

erence band between 1300–960 cm–1. The structural changes during dehydroxylation

are illustrated with the FTIR spectra of Fig. 1.
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The degree of dehydroxylation DIR, measured with FTIR, is calculated for di-

minishing absorption peaks at 3600–3700 (OH stretch), 915 (OH bend) and 540 cm–1

(AlVI), as: DIR=1–S/S0, where S and S0 is peak area and maximum peak area respec-

tively (the maximum peak area is the normalized peak area of the corresponding IR

absorption before calcination).

For the growing absorption peak at 810 cm–1 (AlIV) the degree of dehydroxylation

DIR was calculated as: DIR=S/S0 (the maximum peak area S0 is the normalized peak area of

the absorption at 810 cm–1 after calcination during 3 h at 850°C).

An illustration is given in Fig. 2, where DTG (Fig. 2a) and DIR (Fig. 2b) are shown

as a function of temperature for the dehydroxylates of series 1.

The calculation of the peak areas of the diminishing IR absorptions becomes im-

possible for high degrees of calcination (DTG>0.80–0.85), so that from that moment

on DIR equals one. This is consistent with literature [3]. On the other hand, the grow-

ing peak at 810 cm–1 can only be quantified if the degree of calcination is high enough

(DTG>0.70). This implies that the peak area of the absorption at 810 cm–1 is a good in-

dication for high degrees of dehydroxylation, where the OH-related absorptions be-

come too small to be measured.

Three regions can be distinguished (Fig. 2): (i) in the first, called here the dehyd-

roxylation region, up to 550°C and DTG ⋅0.85–0.9, DIR(OH stretch, OH bend and AlVI) in-

creases sharply to a value of one, consistent with the data from Frost et al. obtained from

infrared emission spectroscopy [8]; (ii) in the second, called the Mk region, between 550

and 850–900°C for 0.85–0.9<DTG< 1, only DIR(AlIV) can be calculated. Its value increases

only slightly between 550 and 700°C, and above 700°C remains almost constant and
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Fig. 1 FTIR spectra of different dehydroxylated kaolinites (DTG) a=0; b=0.43; c=0.71;
d=0.91; e=0.99 and f=1



equal to one. Note that DTG values between ≤0.85–0.9 and 1 are generally accepted to

characterize Mk [5, 6]; (iii) above 900°C in the so called ‘spinel’ region, the AlIV peak

still increases and AlVI reappears. It should be pointed out that because of the additional

phase transformations involved in this region, DIR(AlIV and AlVI) should not be regarded

any longer as a pure ‘degree of dehydroxylation’. Anyhow, DTG can be considered as

constant and equal to one in this region. DIR for the different IR vibrations is plotted

against DTG in Fig. 3, a–d.

The relation between DIR and DTG is obvious, not only for the OH-related vibrations

(Figs 3a and 3b) but also for the peaks at 540 cm–1 (AlVI; Fig. 3c) and 810 cm–1 (AlIV; Fig.

3d), although for AlIV the correlation is different. DIR(OH stretch, OH bend, and AlVI) pre-

dict total dehydroxylation or DIR=1.0 at a value for DTG of ca 0.8. This result is consistent

with literature [3].

At first sight, one might expect a one to one relation between the decreasing con-

centration of OH-groups seen with FTIR and calculated from the residual mass loss

by TG, as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 3. However, after 20% of dehydroxy-

lation, DIR(OH stretch) increases faster than DTG. DIR(OH bend) is immediately above

the values of DTG. This deviation gets more pronounced for DTG>0.2. The same trend

is observed for DIR(AlVI). For samples of series 1, 2 and 3 the same results are ob-

tained, hence samples with the same DTG will have the same molecular structure, in-

dependent of their thermal history. Since some peaks are broad and overlap and since

the shape of the curves might depend on the possibly changing area of the IR refer-

ence band during calcination, care should be taken in discussing the shape of the

curves of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2 Degree of dehydroxylation of samples of series 1 as a function of the calcination
temperature: a – DTG and b – DIR.The dehydroxylation region, Mk region and
spinel region are separated by vertical dashed lines



Nevertheless, one can conclude that DIR(OH stretch, OH bend and AlVI) tends

faster to a complete dehydroxylation than expected from DTG. The reason for this

faster disappearance of OH related vibrations in IR, than the disappearance of OH it-

self in the form of water, can be looked for in the distortion of the regularity of the

crystals upon calcination. Based on NMR results, Meinhold and coworkers con-

cluded that OH-groups become related to different, sometimes distorted, Al sites

other than the parent AlVI [1]. Note that the NMR resonances for different Al sites

also overlap, complicating quantification. The results of this work are consistent with

these NMR findings, confirming that part of the OH-groups become related to differ-

ent Al sites and that this process, at least for DIR(OH bend), starts from the beginning

of dehydroxylation. Indeed, the differentiation of OH-sites causes a peak broadening

in IR, and some IR absorptions may disappear in the baseline. OH-groups not de-

tected in IR for this reason are probably linked to distorted AlVI sites or to Al-sites

with different coordination. The similarity between DIR(OH bend) and DIR(AlVI)

(Fig. 3) indicates that the OH-groups still detected in IR are probably related to parent

AlVI sites.
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Fig. 3 Degree of dehydroxylation measured with FTIR (DIR) as a function of the de-
gree of dehydroxylation measured with TG (DTG) for samples of series 1, 2 and
3: a – DIR(OH bend), b – DIR(OH stretch), c – DIR(AlVI), and d – DIR(AlIV). The
dashed lines indicate the one to one ratio between DIR and DTG



Amount of reactive material and reactivity of dehydroxylated kaolinite

The low-temperature reaction between metakaolinite and an aqueous silicate solution

results in an amorphous aluminosilicate termed inorganic polymer glass (IPG) [9,

10]. This low-temperature reaction was studied for a model system using meta-

kaolinite, originating from the same kaolinite KGa-1 as in this study, with DTG equal

to 0.97 [9]. If the stoichiometric one to one molar mixing ratio of this ‘model Mk’

with the specific potassium silicate solution K-Sil of this work is obeyed, the reaction

yields an amorphous potassium aluminosilicate or K-IPG in which all Al and Si of the

reaction mixture is incorporated [11].

The influence of DTG on this low-temperature reaction is studied in this section.

The amount of reactive material formed during dehydroxylation of KGa-1 is mea-

sured with DSC via the low-temperature reaction enthalpy, ∆H, of the thermally

treated clay with K-Sil. The reactants were always mixed according to a molar ratio

K-Sil/dehydroxylate of one to one [11]. Typical examples of DSC curves of non-iso-

thermal experiments for dehydroxylates with different DTG are given in Fig. 4.

Note that Fig. 4b coincides with the DSC curve for the reaction of the ‘model Mk’

with K-Sil. Figure 5 shows that |∆H| increases sharply between 450 and 550°C and then,

within the experimental error, a plateau for |∆H| is reached between 550 and 900°C.

At last, after calcination for 3 h at temperatures above 900°C, |∆H| sharply de-

creases again. Remark that the decrease in |∆H| coincides with the further increase of

AlIV and the reappearance of AlVI in IR (Fig. 2b).

|∆H| is determined by the degree of dehydroxylation rather than by the chosen

thermal treatment during the calcination procedure, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for all the

samples of series 1, 2 and 3.

|∆H| increases with DTG up to a value of DTG equal to ca 0.85–0.90. This shows

that the amount of reactive material increases with DTG in the dehydroxylation region.

For DTG between 0.9 and 0.99 in the Mk region, |∆H| is not increasing anymore. For
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Fig. 4 DSC curve of the low-temperature reaction of the potassium silicate solution
with different dehydroxylated kaolinites: a – DTG=0.20 (dehydroxylation re-
gion), b – DTG=0.94 (Mk region) and c – DTG=1.0 (spinel region)



DTG close or equal to one in the spinel region, a sharp decrease of |∆H| is again ob-

served. Mk is transformed into other phases above 900°C [6], some of which will not

react or at least via another reaction mechanism with the alkaline silicate solution,

and others such as amorphous SiO2 will dissolve in the silicate solution. This can ex-

plain why the enthalpic content of the reaction exotherm becomes smaller, is shifted

to higher temperatures, and why its shape is also different (compare the curves of

Figs 4b and 4c).

These DSC results also show the three different regions in the calcination pro-

cess. In the dehydroxylation region, |∆H| and so the amount of reactive material in-

creases. At the end, after the onset of spinel crystallization, |∆H| drops sharply. In be-

tween, in the Mk region, |∆H| reaches a plateau and here the amount of reactive mate-

rial is high and remains almost constant. No pronounced maximum is found. These

observations do not support the findings from Bachiorrini and Murat [14–16], who

concluded that the structural changes introduced during further dehydroxylation in
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Fig. 5 Reaction enthalpy |∆H| per gram dehydroxylate of the low-temperature reaction
with the potassium silicate solution as a function of the calcination temperature
of the dehydroxylated kaolinite (samples of series 1)

Fig. 6 Reaction enthalpy |∆H| per gram dehydroxylate of the low-temperature reaction
with the potassium silicate solution as a function of DTG of the dehydroxylated
kaolinite



the Mk region influence the ‘reactivity’. It should be stressed that these authors mea-

sured another reaction (enthalpy of solution in hydrofluoric acid) in a calorimeter.

From our DSC results, some conclusions on the reactivity of the dehydroxylated

kaolinite can be made. An increase of the exothermic peak temperature from 79 to

101°C is observed for a dehydroxylate with DTG=0.08 to DTG≥0.35, respectively, up

to a maximum value of 105°C in the Mk region (DTG>0.85–0.90). At first sight, this

would indicate that the reactivity decreases with increasing DTG. The onset of the re-

action exotherm, however, is constant at ca. 25°C (compare Fig. 4a and 4b) and the

DSC signal of samples with lower DTG is situated completely within the signal of

samples with higher DTG. This means that the reaction rate, proportional to the height

of the DSC signal, and thus the reactivity at each temperature is higher for samples

with higher DTG. For samples with a value of DTG between 0.85–0.90 and 0.99 (Mk re-

gion), no distinction can be made based on this type of DSC measurements. This

leads to the conclusion that the DSC signal is not shifting to a higher temperature with

higher DTG, but that it is broadened, starting from the same temperature and extending

to higher temperatures. The metakaolinite particles dehydroxylate in a layer by layer

sequence in the first 70% of dehydroxylation [17]. If one assumes that this process

starts from the outer layers of the particle, one can understand the evolution of the

DSC curves with DTG. The outer layers will react first with the alkaline solution, be-

cause the inner layers are not accessible at the beginning of the reaction. So, for

higher degrees of dehydroxylation the reaction time with the silicate will be longer

only because of mass transport phenomena.

A second conclusion is that, since the onset of the reaction is at a constant tem-

perature, even in the Mk region one could argue that the reactivity of the outer layers

is independent of the degree of dehydroxylation. The further elimination of remain-

ing hydroxyl groups in Mk layers probably introduces only minor changes in the re-

activity and in |∆H|. The error on the DSC signal and thus on |∆H| is probably too

large for highlighting these small structural changes taking place in the Mk region.

The apparent reactivity of Mk primarily depends upon other factors, such as particle

size, obscuring the effect of small structural changes on the reactivity [18].

These DSC results do not indicate that the reactivity of the dehydroxylate is in-

fluenced to a large extent by DTG. Only the amount of reactive material is increasing

with the degree of dehydroxylation if DTG<0.9.

Influence of the degree of dehydroxylation on the structure of the inorganic polymer
glass

To investigate the influence of the calcination procedure on the properties of IPG, its

molecular structure is investigated with FTIR as a function of the degree of dehydro-

xylation of the calcined clay.

For DTG<0.9 in the dehydroxylation region, absorptions of remaining kaolinite are

seen in the FTIR spectrum (Figs 7a and 7b: e.g. sharp peaks in the region 3700–3600

and the peak at 540 cm–1) in combination with the expected absorptions for IPG

(Fig. 7: e. g. bands at 1020, 700 and 580 cm–1 [11]).
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The remaining kaolinite and unreacted Sil are to be considered as additives in

the inorganic polymer glass. Specific absorptions of remaining Sil cannot be detected

in the FTIR spectra because they overlap with absorptions of IPG or kaolinite, but it

should be possible to detect the remaining Sil with NMR [9].

For DTG>0.9 in the Mk region, no remaining kaolinite is detected in the FTIR

spectrum of IPG and no changes in the spectrum over the entire Mk region are obvi-

ous (Figs 7c and 7d).

As previously mentioned, some phases of the spinel region will not react or at

least via another reaction mechanism with the alkaline silicate solution, and others

such as amorphous SiO2 will dissolve in the silicate solution. The reaction product

formed in this case is not stable in water and its FTIR spectrum (Fig. 7e) is also differ-

ent from the one for IPG, proving that the reaction nor the reaction product are com-

parable to those for Mk.

Generally, it can be concluded that samples in the Mk region lead to pure IPG.

For samples with a smaller degree of dehydroxylation (in the dehydroxylation re-

gion), kaolinite is retrieved as an unreacted additive in IPG, which itself has appar-

ently the same structure as if prepared from samples in the Mk region. These results

are in line with the previous DSC results.

Conclusions

In the temperature interval investigated, a dehydroxylation region, Mk region and

spinel region are clearly distinguished by the degree of dehydroxylation, character-

ized with TG (DTG calculated from the residual mass loss of water), FTIR (DIR calcu-

lated from IR absorptions at 3600–3700, 915, 810, and 540 cm–1) and DSC (via |∆H|

of the low-temperature reaction of the calcined clay with a potassium silicate solu-
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Fig. 7 FTIR spectra of IPG prepared by the low-temperature reaction of the potassium
silicate solution with different dehydroxylated kaolinites (DTG); a=0.43; b=0.71;
c=0.91; d=0.99 and e=1



tion). The relation between DTG and DIR is demonstrated. However, IR spectroscopy

offers more information on the molecular changes, useful in understanding the trend

of |∆H| of the low-temperature reaction, especially in the case of phase transforma-

tions occurring at the end of the calcination process.

|∆H| and thus the amount of reactive material increases linearly with DTG in the

dehydroxylation region. The reaction product is IPG and unreacted kaolinite is also

retrieved. In the Mk region, |∆H| remains constant and the reaction product is IPG

over the whole Mk region. |∆H| decreases from the start of the spinel transformation.

From this point on, the reaction product is also different.

The reactivity of the dehydroxylate is at first approximation constant till the start

of the spinel transformation, but other factors such as mass transport during reaction

play an important role on the apparent reactivity. No evidence is found that the reac-

tivity of the dehydroxylate is changing in the Mk region.

As a general conclusion, one can say that the amount of reactive material is at

maximum in the Mk region from a DTG value of 0.9 on, independent of the tempera-

ture of calcination. This does not imply, however, that the mechanical properties of

the resulting IPG would be insensitive to small changes in the structure of the

dehydroxylate, but here still other factors such as particle size distribution and den-

sity play a dominant role.
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